
Description
The texture of the pear tree is plain, delicately figured and partly mottled, which gives the wood beauty and a decorative touch. Furthermore, the pear tree often has pith

flecks as well as a dark optional heartwood. The colouring of this wood is pale to light reddish brown or even intensely red and sometimes even shimmers violet. The

appearance of the wood is very similar to that of the service tree, which is also called the Swiss pear tree.

rade names and other names

German: Birnbaum, Gartenbirne, Wild-Birne, Birnenbaum

English: Pear, Pear tree, wild pear

French: Poire, Poirier, poirier sauvage, aigrin

Italian: Pero comune

Spanish: Peral, piruétano

Dutch: Peer

Portuguese: Pereira

Arabic: Kummathra

Chinese: ��

Available veneer thicknesses

0.9, 1.4 mm, other thicknesses on request

Occurrence

Pear tree (Pyrus communis) is widespread over Central and Southern Europe, with the exception of Great Britain and the Scandinavian countries, as well as in the Near

East and Western Asia as far as Siberia.

Tree trunk and bark

Pear tree reaches heights of up to about 15m and diameters of up to 0.8m under favourable conditions. The trunk is consistently well grown and knot-free up to 6m. The

bark is deeply fissured and divided into almost cube-shaped, small pieces.

Characteristics and wood colour

Veneer Pearwood steamed 1.40 mm
Item No.  01-000074

https://atlasholz.ch/en-us/


Scattered pores, pores and medullary rays are not visible to the eye in pear trees. Annual rings and growth rings are indistinct in pear. Pear is reddish brown, the sapwood

is reddish white to light yellow, actually sapwood and heartwood are indistinguishable.

Specifications
Category Veneers

Product group Veneers sliced

Thicknesses 1.40 mm

Weight kg/m2 0.700

Specie Pearwood steamed

Botanical name Pirus communis

Wood type Hardwood

Main occurrence Europe

Wood origin Germany | Italy | Austria | Switzerland

Manufacturing/origin Austria

Certification not certified

Colour light-brown

Hue medium colour

Use furniture | interior | musical instrument

Customs tariff number 44089000

Packaging in bundle, approx. 12 sheets

Items on stock yes

Date of delivery approx. 3 - 6 working days

Postal shipping nein

Documents
Prospekt Furniere & Massivholz

Produktblatt Furnier-Imager

Produktblatt mtextur

Holzdeklaration

https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000003/ATL_prospekt_furniere_massivholz_web.pdf
https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000025/ATL_produktblatt_furnier-imager_web.pdf
https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000031/ATL_produktblatt_mtextur_web.pdf
https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000240/Holzdeklaration_v2017_de.pdf
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